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The University of Dayton will present a Concert-In-Two Wednesday night, August 10, when the United States Air Force Logistics Command offers its concert and dance bands for the conclusion of the seventh annual UD Summer Music Under the Stars Concerts. The performance, which will feature the 50-piece concert band and the 16-man Kitty Hawk dance band, will be conducted in the Cloister, rather than the Kennedy Plaza as originally planned. Time is 8 P.M.

The concert band, under the direction of Chief Warrant Officer Robert E. Allee, will intersperse an hour's music with a 25-minute presentation ala Glenn Miller, Stan Kenton and Si Zentner by the Kitty Hawks, under the baton of Technical Sergeant Van M. Smith Jr. Both leaders have been in Air Force music for 18 years.

Both organizations have performed in one eastern, four midwestern, and two southern states and are part of an extensive music program at Wright-Patterson.